NON-INVASIVE
OPTIONS IN
DERMAL SCIENCE

PRODUCT MANUAL

PHOTOGRAPHY FLUID,
OPACITY 12%
30ML
A novel approach to creating a foundation
for skin that reflects even radiance in life and
very specifically through the camera lens,
this instant treatment is serum-textured but
contains a wide array of light refracting prisms,
tone and hue correctors and topical photofinishing technologies to offer even radiance
within seconds.

DIRECTIONS
Apply instead of or under liquid foundation to
balance out undesirable colour tones and skin
imperfections.
This formula can also be mixed with other
products for subtle hue correction.
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LIGHT REFRACTION TECHNOLOGIES
Bio-Silica Photo Finishing Prisms Grades 3, 7, 9
Multiple grades of next-generation ultra-fine
particulates refract light in thousands of directions to
create an immediately-noticed even tone to the skin.
Nano-Prismatic Blurring Suspension
Ultra-fine super-blurring suspension uses fine
prisms to create an systematic confusion of a perfect
skin surface with reduced visible lines and pores
immediately.

CHROMATIC RADIANCE TECHNOLOGIES
Nano-Prismatic Gold Technology
Disappears immediately upon application with a
natural golden hue as a foundation to healthy-looking,
radiant skin.
Patented Dragon Fruit Chromatic Refractor
First-ever bio-fruit complex to provide immediate
radiance to the skin as tested under multiple light
conditions and under camera settings.

CAMERA HUE CORRECTION TECHNOLOGY
Nano-Prismatic Yellow-Red Hue Corrector
Sixth-generation, ultra-fine hue corrector blacks out
red tones and minimizes undesirable yellow ones for
skin that looks instantly better in life and on camera.

SUPPORT TECHNOLOGIES
Surface Mesh Adherence Technology
Offers a breathing film that disallows perspirationinduced or unintended wash-off of other technology
in this product or those applied subsequently to this
product.
Oil-Free Hydration Bio-Sugar Complex
Light, instantly-absorbed, oil-free bio-complex
is clinically proven to offer comfortable hydration
immediately with an effect that lasts 48 hours after
each application to allow the corrective technologies
in the product to be compatible with even the driest
of skin types.

